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1. Graph Representation Learning and its applications 
in Recommendation Systems



Networks are ubiquitous 



Representing networks by vectors
q Graph Representation Learning. 

v Also known as Graph Embedding or Network Embedding.
v Low-dimensional vector for vertices.
v Effectively preserve network structure.

v Downstream data mining tasks on graphs:
ü Link prediction.       
ü Node classification.
ü Recommendation.
ü …



Graph Embedding Methods

• Early Methods (Matrix Factorization-based)
Ø E.g.,  MDS, IsoMap, Spectral Clustering, Laplacian Eigenmap, etc.

• Random-walk based Embedding Methods
Ø E.g., DeepWalk, Node2Vec, Metapath2Vec, etc.

• Graph Neural Networks
Ø E.g., GCNs, SAGE, GAT, Graph Autoencoder, etc. 

Handy Materials:
[1]. http://web.stanford.edu/class/cs224w/



Recommendation Systems as Graphs

https://images.app.goo.gl/YjzjovQnvZgwwdx56



As Bipartite Graph Mining

• Matrix Factorization
• Factorization Machines
• Bayesian Analysis  (PMF, BPR)
• Deep Learning (NCF, DMF, DeepFM)



Timeline of development of Bipartite Modelling 
Approaches

Deng, Y. (2021). Recommender systems based on graph embedding techniques: A comprehensive review. arXiv preprint arXiv:2109.09587.



As General Graph Modelling

• Trans Family (e.g., TransE, TransR, TransH, TransG, etc)
• Random Walk and Meta-path
• Deep Learning



Trans Family

• Model triplets (h,r,t) as basic elements in a 
graph. 

For example:
Ø TransE models a relation r as a translation from head entity h to 

tail entity t.
Ø TransH maps each pair of (h, t) to multiple relation-specific 

hyper-planes distinguishing the diverse relations between 
nodes. 

Ø TransR maps nodes and relations separately into a node space 
and multiple different relation spaces corresponding to the 
diverse relations between head-tail pairs, respectively. 



Random Walk and Meta-path

• Meta-path
ØMeta-level description of a path between two objects (Sun, et 

al.). 
ØDifferent Meta-Paths tell different Semantics. 



Random Walk and Meta-path

• Random Walk as paths.
• Encode the paths as sentences (Inspired by advances in NLP).
ØWord2Vec: Skip-gram and Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW)
ØNegative Sampling

• Graphs Embedding techniques recap:
ØLINE
ØRandwalk
ØDeepwalk
ØNode2Vec
ØMetapath2Vec
ØBINE (can also classified as Bipartite Network Embedding based method)



Deep Learning based approaches

Autoencoders SDAE Transformer

GCNs SAGE GAT



Timeline of General Graph Embedding based Approach

Deng, Y. (2021). Recommender systems based on graph embedding techniques: A comprehensive review. arXiv preprint arXiv:2109.09587.



qLatent Space Models
v Most are built in Euclidean space.

Ø Suffer from high distortion.
Ø Need to increase the latent size in order to reduce the distortion.
Ø Resources needed to train and store the model also increases.

qHyperbolic Space:
v A promising new latent space to solve the above issues.

Ø Expands faster than Euclidean space.
Ø Preserve the hierarchies of data.

Where are we in embedding spaces? A Comprehensive Analysis 
on Network Embedding Approaches for Recommender Systems

As part of Australian ARC Founded Discovery Project - Dynamics and Control of Complex Social Networks (DynaCo)



qIssues for Existing Literatures on Hyperbolic Space:
v Practitioners are indiscriminately attempting to transfer variants of existing algorithms into hyperbolic 

geometry in regardless of having strong motivations.
v Analysis and guidance about when to use hyperbolic space are missing.

qOur Contributions:
v We provide theoretical analysis and empirical results to validate our three hypotheses about the 

effectiveness of hyperbolic space.
v We address the drawbacks of hyperbolic space, and give comments on when and where to use hyperbolic 

space.
v We propose a metric learning based social recommendation method SCML and its hyperbolic version 

HSCML and validate our hypotheses on them. We also show that hyperbolic space has state-of-the-art 
performance by comparing HSCML with other baselines on two benchmark datasets.

Where are we in embedding spaces? A Comprehensive Analysis 
on Network Embedding Approaches for Recommender Systems

As part of Australian ARC Founded Discovery Project - Dynamics and Control of Complex Social Networks (DynaCo)



qHypotheses
v Distance models are more suited for learning hyperbolic embeddings than projection models.

Ø The distribution of embeddings is different after convergence.
Ø Embeddings in projection models gather around the origin, making little use of the whole space.
Ø Distance models can learn hierarchical information easier.

v Hyperbolic space is more powerful compared to Euclidean space when the density of dataset is small.
Ø Hyperbolic space can boost learning using the extracted hierarchical information.

v The performance of hyperbolic space is better than Euclidean space when the latent size is small, but as 
the latent size increases, the performance of Euclidean space becomes comparable with hyperbolic space.
Ø The latent size needed to embed certain amount of information is smaller for hyperbolic space.
Ø With large enough latent size, Euclidean space will also have a very small distortion.

Where are we in embedding spaces? A Comprehensive Analysis 
on Network Embedding Approaches for Recommender Systems

As part of Australian ARC Founded Discovery Project - Dynamics and Control of Complex Social Networks (DynaCo)



qExperiments (General Item Recommendation)
v High Density Datasets vs. Low Density Datasets 

Where are we in embedding spaces? A Comprehensive Analysis 
on Network Embedding Approaches for Recommender Systems

As part of Australian ARC Founded Discovery Project - Dynamics and Control of Complex Social Networks (DynaCo)



qExperiments (General Item Recommendation)
v Influence of the Latent Size

Where are we in embedding spaces? A Comprehensive Analysis 
on Network Embedding Approaches for Recommender Systems

As part of Australian ARC Founded Discovery Project - Dynamics and Control of Complex Social Networks (DynaCo)



qExperiments (General Item Recommendation)
v Distance Model vs. Projection Model 

Where are we in embedding spaces? A Comprehensive Analysis 
on Network Embedding Approaches for Recommender Systems

As part of Australian ARC Founded Discovery Project - Dynamics and Control of Complex Social Networks (DynaCo)



qExperiments (General Item Recommendation)
v Distance Model vs. Projection Model 

Where are we in embedding spaces? A Comprehensive Analysis 
on Network Embedding Approaches for Recommender Systems

As part of Australian ARC Founded Discovery Project - Dynamics and Control of Complex Social Networks (DynaCo)



qDrawbacks of Hyperbolic Space
v High computational complexity.
v Invalid values.

qComments on Using Hyperbolic Space
v Distance models are more suited for learning hyperbolic embeddings than projection models.
v If the density of the dataset is large, Euclidean space should be a better choice because it has a 

comparable performance with hyperbolic space and the computational complexity is low; when the 
density is low, hyperbolic space is more preferable because it will have a much better performance than 
Euclidean space.

v Choose an appropriate latent size. In most cases, hyperbolic embeddings only need a relatively small latent 
size to achieve good performance, which can help to save resources.

Where are we in embedding spaces? A Comprehensive Analysis 
on Network Embedding Approaches for Recommender Systems

As part of Australian ARC Founded Discovery Project - Dynamics and Control of Complex Social Networks (DynaCo)



Others and Challenges

Three ground challenges:
• Heterogeneity
• Scalability
• Dynamics



Timeline of key developments regrading the challenges

Deng, Y. (2021). Recommender systems based on graph embedding techniques: A comprehensive review. arXiv preprint arXiv:2109.09587.



Heterogeneity 

The Real World: Heterogenous Networks
v Multiple object types. 
v Multiple link types.

E.g., vertex u1 is close to both b2 and u3, but these 
relationships have different semantics. b2 is a 
business visited by user u1, while u3 is a friend of u1.

Homogenous Networks
v Single-Typed Nodes. 
v Single-Typed Links.



Projected Metric Embedding (KDD18)

• Dot product is used to compute the proximity 
between different types of nodes

• Not a metric based distance
• Violates the crucial triangle inequality

Therefore, existing HIN embedding methods (e.g., Metapath2vec and EOE)
Ø Can only capture local structures (both A and B are close to C)
Ø But fail to capture the second-order proximities. (A and B are also close)

• Node A is close to Node C
• Node B is close to Node C

Node A is also close to Node B

q Previous attempts. 
To model semantic-specific relationships:

• Metapath2vec (Dong et. al., KDD 2017)
• EOE (Xu et. al., WSDM 2017)



Projected Metric Embedding (KDD18)

Our proposed method
q Projected Metric Embedding for HIN

v Simultaneously preserves:
Ø The first-order proximities between nodes
Ø And the second-order proximities between nodes

Such that, in the latent 
space,



Projected Metric Embedding (KDD18)

q However, directly applying the Euclidean distance as a metric will be problematic !
v Mathematically, It is geometrically restrictive and an ill-posed algebraic system.
v On the other hand, one object may have multiple aspects.

q To address these issues:
v PME introduces relation-specific projection embedding matrices.
v Model objects and relations in distinct spaces.

Ø One shared object space.
Ø Multiple relation spaces. (relation-specific object spaces).

Hence, it is possible that some 
objects are far away from each other 
in the object space, but are close to 
each other in the corresponding 
relation spaces.



Projected Metric Embedding (KDD18)

q Decompose the HIN to link-specific sub-networks.
q Metric learning on each link-specific space.

q Learn shared node embeddings and relation-specific space.



Projected Metric Embedding (KDD18)

Model optimization:
q Bi-directional Negative Sampling Strategy

q Directly optimizing this equation is expensive!
Inspired by the negative sampling techniques

first fix vertex vi and edge type r, 
then generate K negative vertices 
vkthen fix right side of eijr , and sample K 
negative vertex from the left side



Projected Metric Embedding (KDD18)

Model optimization:
q Loss-aware Adaptive Positive Sampling Strategy

1. A sequence of the losses for each sub-network.

2. Simply calculate the sum of the losses.

3. Draw a random value within the range of [0,1].

4. To see which interval the random fails into.

x ! Uniform(0,1)



Projected Metric Embedding (KDD18)

Experimental Results
v Binary Link Classification (Yelp challenge dataset)

v Prediction accuracy (Hit ratio)



2. Reasoning for Graph-based Recommendation



Outline

• 1 Introduction
• 2 Preliminary of Graph-based Explainable Recommendation
• 3 Literature Review of Graph-based Explainable Recommendation
• 4 Conclusion



1 Introduction

• Exploded products/stores on e-commerce



1 Introduction

• The application scenario of recommendation:
• E-commerce recommendation (Amazon, Taobao, etc.)
• Micro-video recommendation (YouTube, Tiktok, etc.)
• Post recommendation (Weibo, etc.)
• Point-of-interest recommendation (Yelp, etc.)
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1 Introduction

• The application scenario of recommendation:
• E-commerce recommendation (Amazon, Taobao, etc.)
• Micro-video recommendation (YouTube, Tiktok, etc.)
• Post recommendation (Weibo, etc.)
• Point-of-interest recommendation (Yelp, etc.)



1 Introduction

• Why is the recommendation systems important?
• For the merchant:
• Bring more earnings through ads
• Always catching attention and stream (promotion)

• For the customers:
• Saving time to choose needed products



1 Introduction

• But how to make the recommendation believable ?
• Improve the performance of the recommendation’s result
• Improve the transparency of the recommendation

• Explainable recommendation
• They not only provide users or system designers with recommendation results, but also

explanations to clarify why such items are recommended.



1 Introduction

• Why is the explainable recommendation important? [1]
• Avoid black box
• Give more persuasive, transparent, trustworthy recommendations
• Facilitate system designers to diagnose, debug and refine the recommendation algorithm.

[1] Zhang Y, Chen X. Explainable recommendation: A survey and new perspectives[J]. arXiv preprint arXiv:1804.11192, 2018.



1 Introduction

• Early explainable recommendation
• Naïve model
• Based on collaborative filtering [1]
• Based on content [2]
• Based on rule mining [3]

• Advantages: Good explanation
• Disadvantages: Low performance of recommendation

[1] Abdollahi B, Nasraoui O. Explainable matrix factorization for collaborative filtering[C]//WWW. 2016: 5-6.
[2] Zanon A L, Souza L, Pressato D, et al. WordRecommender: An Explainable Content-Based Algorithm based on Sentiment Analysis and Semantic 
Similarity[C]//Proceedings of the Brazilian Symposium on Multimedia and the Web. 2020: 181-184.
[3] Ma W, Zhang M, Cao Y, et al. Jointly learning explainable rules for recommendation with knowledge graph[C]// WWW. 2019: 1210-1221.



1 Introduction

• Later, explainable recommendation
• Based on interpretable machine learning
• Factorization Models [1]
• Topic model [2]
• …

• Advantages: Better performance of recommendation than earlier methods
• Disadvantages: Focus more on reviews and tend to ignore side information.

[1] Liu N, Ge Y, Li L, et al. Explainable recommender systems via resolving learning representations[C]//Proceedings of the 29th ACM International Conference on 
Information & Knowledge Management. 2020: 895-904.
[2] Ren Z, Liang S, Li P, et al. Social collaborative viewpoint regression with explainable recommendations[C]//WSDM. 2017: 485-494.



1 Introduction

• Currently, explainable recommendation
• Based on graph neural networks
• Involves social information [1]
• Involves attributes information [2]

• Advantages: State-of-the-art performance of recommendation’s result
• Disadvantages: Worse explainability than the earlier methods

[1] Wang S, Hu L, Wang Y, et al. Graph learning approaches to recommender systems: A review[J]. arXiv preprint arXiv:2004.11718, 2020.
[2] Samih A, Adadi A, Berrada M. Towards a knowledge based explainable recommender systems[C]//Proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Big Data and 
Internet of Things. 2019: 1-5.



1 Introduction

• Therefore, there are more and more researches focusing on
exploring the explainability of graph-based recommendations.

• Tutorial Structure
• Introduce the premilitary of graph-based explainable recommendation,
• Summarize and classify the literature review of graph-based explainable

recommendation, and
• Provide potential future directions.



Outline

• 1 Introduction
• 2 Preliminary of Graph-based Explainable Recommendation
• 3 Literature Review of Graph-based Explainable Recommendation
• 4 Conclusion



2 Preliminary

• Definition of Graph-based recommendation
• Assuming a graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) , each edge 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸, and each entity 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉, 𝑒

represents a particular relation 𝑟 of two entities (𝑣!, 𝑣") linked by edge 𝑒. Each
entity 𝑣 belongs to a particular type t ∈ 𝑇. On the recommendation graph 𝐺, if
ignoring side information, types 𝑇 = {𝑈, 𝐼} , where 𝑈 and 𝐼 mean the user and
item sets, respectively. If considering attributes of items 𝐴, types 𝑇 = {𝑈, 𝐼, 𝐴}.



2 Preliminary

• Problem formulation of Graph-based explainable recommendation
• Given the user set 𝑈 = {𝑢!, 𝑢", … , 𝑢#} , the each user 𝑢# ’s historical item set 

𝐼# = {𝑖!, 𝑖", … , 𝑖$}, and each item 𝑖_𝑚 ’s related attribute set 𝐴$ =
{𝑎!, 𝑎", … , 𝑎%} , the graph-based explainable recommendation is to predict the
next 𝑞 items {𝑖$&!, 𝑖$&", 𝑖$&'} associated to each user 𝑢#, according to the given
𝐼# and related attributes {𝐴!, 𝐴", … , 𝐴$} . At the same time, give the explanation
why predict the next 𝑞 items.



2 Preliminary

• Graph-based explainable recommendation

Explainable
Recommender
Systems

Input:
• Users
• Each user’s historical items
• Each item’s attributes

Output:
• Predicted item(s) for each user
• Explanation of each predicted

item



2 Preliminary

• Evaluation of Graph-based explainable recommendation
• Performance of recommendation results
• Quality of explanation
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2 Preliminary

• Evaluation of Graph-based explainable recommendation
• Performance of recommendation results
• Hit Ratio (HR) @ K: Hit ratio (HR) is always used to measure the ratio of the recommendation

system hit to the correct items, which reflects the recall quality.
• Mathematically,

where |𝐺𝑇| is the number candidate items. 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑓𝐻𝑖𝑡𝑠 means the number of the correct 
predicted item. 𝐾 is the number of candidate items that the evaluation is focusing on.



2 Preliminary

• Evaluation of Graph-based explainable recommendation
• Performance of recommendation results
• Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) @ K: It calculates the cumulative result with a 

normalization. The higher the correct hitting rank, the higher is the score.
• Mathematically,

• where 𝑍! is the normalized parameter. 𝑟_𝑖 is the indicated parameter. If the 𝑖 − 𝑡ℎ
predicted item is in the correct one, then 𝑟_𝑖 is 1, otherwise 0.

𝐾



2 Preliminary

• Evaluation of Graph-based explainable recommendation
• Performance of recommendation results
• Precision @ K: It is the ratio of predicted correctly in the top k prediction sets.
• Mathematically,

• where 𝐿" and 𝐵" represent the prediction set (top k truncated) and the correct
prediction set, respectively.



2 Preliminary

• Evaluation of Graph-based explainable recommendation
• Performance of recommendation results
• Recall @ K: It is the ratio of predicted correctly in the top k test set.
• Mathematically,

• where 𝐿" and 𝐵" represent the prediction set (top k truncated) and the correct
prediction set, respectively.



2 Preliminary

• Evaluation of Graph-based explainable recommendation
• Performance of recommendation results
• Quality of explanation



2 Preliminary

• Evaluation of Graph-based explainable recommendation [1]
• Quality of explanation
• User study
• Online evaluation
• Offline evaluation
• Case study

[1] Zhang Y, Chen X. Explainable recommendation: A survey and new perspectives[J]. arXiv preprint arXiv:1804.11192, 2018.



2 Preliminary

• Evaluation of Graph-based explainable recommendation [1]
• Quality of explanation
• User study
• The study will design some questions or tasks for the subjects to answer or complete, and conclusions 

will be derived from the responses of the subjects.

[1] Zhang Y, Chen X. Explainable recommendation: A survey and new perspectives[J]. arXiv preprint arXiv:1804.11192, 2018.
[2] Vig, J., S. Sen, and J. Riedl. 2009. “Tagsplanations: explaining recom- mendations using tags”. In: Proceedings of the 14th international 
conference on Intelligent user interfaces. ACM. 47–56.

[2]



2 Preliminary

• Evaluation of Graph-based explainable recommendation [1]
• Quality of explanation
• Online evaluation
• See if the explanations can help to make users accept the recommendations. It usually tests online. [2]
• E.g.: On a commercial web browser, the experimental group receives testing explanations, the

comparison group receives the baseline ‘People also viewed’ explanations, and a control group that 
receives no explanation. The click-through rate of each group is calculated to evaluate the effect of 
providing personalized explanations. 

[1] Zhang Y, Chen X. Explainable recommendation: A survey and new perspectives[J]. arXiv preprint arXiv:1804.11192, 2018.
[2] Zhang, Y., G. Lai, M. Zhang, Y. Zhang, Y. Liu, and S. Ma. “Explicit factor models for explainable recommendation based on phrase-level 
sentiment analysis”. SIGIR. ACM. 83–92. 2014.



2 Preliminary

• Evaluation of Graph-based explainable recommendation [1]
• Quality of explanation
• Offline evaluation
• Model Fidelity (MF)

[1] Zhang Y, Chen X. Explainable recommendation: A survey and new perspectives[J]. arXiv preprint arXiv:1804.11192, 2018.



2 Preliminary

• Evaluation of Graph-based explainable recommendation [1]
• Quality of explanation
• Offline evaluation
• Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) [2], if sentence

[1] Zhang Y, Chen X. Explainable recommendation: A survey and new perspectives[J]. arXiv preprint arXiv:1804.11192, 2018.
[2] Papineni K, Roukos S, Ward T, et al. Bleu: a method for automatic evaluation of machine translation[C]//ACL. 2002: 311-318.

c is the length of the generated sentence and r 
is the ground-truth sentence length.

𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 are the set of generated sentences. 𝑤! is a positive weights



2 Preliminary

• Evaluation of Graph-based explainable recommendation [1]
• Quality of explanation
• Offline evaluation
• Recall-oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE), if sentence

[1] Zhang Y, Chen X. Explainable recommendation: A survey and new perspectives[J]. arXiv preprint arXiv:1804.11192, 2018.
[2] Lin C Y. Rouge: A package for automatic evaluation of summaries[C]//Text summarization branches out. 2004: 74-81.



2 Preliminary

• Evaluation of Graph-based explainable recommendation [1]
• Quality of explanation
• Case study
• Providing case studies can help to understand the intuition behind the explainable 

recommendation model and the effectiveness of explanations. 

[1] Zhang Y, Chen X. Explainable recommendation: A survey and new perspectives[J]. arXiv preprint arXiv:1804.11192, 2018.
[2] Chen H, Li Y, Sun X, et al. Temporal meta-path guided explainable recommendation[C]//WSDM. 2021: 1056-1064.

[2]



Outline

• 1 Introduction
• 2 Preliminary of Graph-based Explainable Recommendation
• 3 Literature Review of Graph-based Explainable Recommendation
• 4 Conclusion



3 Literature Review

• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• Homogeneous graph
• Regard collaborative information as reasoning

• Heterogeneous graph
• Regard path as reasoning
• Generate sentences as reasoning
• Extract sentences as reasoning
• Consider visualized relation as reasoning
• …



3 Literature Review

• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On homogeneous graph
• A bipartite graph is constructed on the recommendation data (only including users and

items).
• Feature: The explanation is mostly based on the collaborative information.



3 Literature Review• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On homogeneous graph – regard collaborative information as reasoning
• Related work [1]
• If a user-item pair falls into multiple co-clusters, it can thus generate multiple user-based 

and item-based explanations from each of the co-cluster.
• Shortcoming: It does not involve the external information.

[1] Heckel R, Vlachos M, Parnell T, et al. Scalable and interpretable product recommendations via overlapping co-clustering[C]//ICDE. IEEE, 2017: 
1033-1044.



3 Literature Review

• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• Homogeneous graph
• Regard collaborative information as reasoning

• Heterogeneous graph
• Regard path as reasoning
• Regard words as reasoning
• Regard sentences as reasoning
• Regard visual graph as reasoning
• …



3 Literature Review

• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph
• A heterogenous graph is constructed on the recommendation data (including users,

items and other external information).
• Feature: It involves the external information compared with the homogeneous graph-

based explainable recommendation. Moreover, the explanation tends to be more kinds.



3 Literature Review

• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard path as reasoning
• It is a naïve idea to explain the recommendation on the graph. Intuitively, paths with

lengths 2 on the graph represents the relation between two nodes and paths with more
than lengths 2 represent compositional relations.

• Meta-path [1]
• Meta-path instance [2]

[1] Sun Y, Han J. Mining heterogeneous information networks: principles and methodologies[J]. Synthesis Lectures on Data Mining and Knowledge 
Discovery, 2012, 3(2): 1-159.
[2] Sun Y, Han J. Meta-path-based search and mining in heterogeneous information networks[J]. Tsinghua Science and Technology, 2013, 18(4): 329-338.



3 Literature Review

• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard path as reasoning
• Meta-path
• A meta path is an ordered sequence of node types and edge types defined on the 

network schema, which describes a composite relation between the nodes' types 
involved.

• e.g., Author-Paper-Author (APA) → co-authors; 
• Author-Paper-Venue-Paper-Author (APVPA) →two authors who published papers 

in the same venue.



3 Literature Review

• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard path as reasoning
• Meta-path
• Related work [1]
• Each meta-path represents a semantic meaning in the model.

[1] Shi C, Zhang Z, Luo P, et al. Semantic path based personalized recommendation on weighted heterogeneous information networks[C]//CIKM. 2015: 453-
462.



3 Literature Review

• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard path as reasoning
• Meta-path
• Related work
• Shortcoming: Meta-path schema can only provide general and high-level explanations,

because each node in the meta-path represents a type.



3 Literature Review• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard path as reasoning
• Meta-path instance
• A meta path instance context is the general information of several instances from the same 

start node to the same end node.
• e.g., All meta path instances from Alice to I see Fire : [1]
• 𝜙_1: Alice →Shape of You →Ed Sheeran → I see Fire 
• 𝜙_2  : Alice → Shape of You → Tony → I see Fire 
• A meta path instance context from Alice to I see Fire : 𝜙=𝛼_1  𝜙_1+𝛼_2  𝜙_2

[1] Hu B, et al. Leveraging meta-path based context for top-n recommendation with a 
neural co-attention model[C]//KDD. 2018: 1531-1540.



3 Literature Review

• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard path as reasoning
• Meta-path instance
• Related work (TMER) [1]

[1] Chen H, Li Y, Sun X, et al. Temporal meta-path guided explainable recommendation[C]//WSDM. 2021: 1056-1064.

Meta-path
instance as
explanation



3 Literature Review

• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard path as reasoning
• Meta-path instance
• Related work (TMER) [1]
• loss function:

[1] Chen H, Li Y, Sun X, et al. Temporal meta-path guided explainable recommendation[C]//WSDM. 2021: 1056-1064.

Calculated Rating of
user 𝑢 and negative
item 𝑗

Positive
rating

Noise
Distribution



3 Literature Review

• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard path as reasoning
• Meta-path instance
• Related work (TMER) [1]
• Evaluation of explainability:

[1] Chen H, Li Y, Sun X, et al. Temporal meta-path guided explainable recommendation[C]//WSDM. 2021: 1056-1064.
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• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard path as reasoning
• Meta-path instance
• Related work (TMER) [1]

[1] Chen H, Li Y, Sun X, et al. Temporal meta-path guided explainable recommendation[C]//WSDM. 2021: 1056-1064.
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3 Literature Review

• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard path as reasoning
• Meta-path instance
• Related work (TMER) [1]

[1] Chen H, Li Y, Sun X, et al. Temporal meta-path guided explainable recommendation[C]//WSDM. 2021: 1056-1064.

Meta-path
instance as
explanation



3 Literature Review

• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard path as reasoning
• Shortcoming:
• Lower readable than natural language by users (customers)
• Only focusing on the relation among users and items
• Ignore rich information in reviews given by users



3 Literature Review

• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard words as reasoning
• To avoid the previous shortcomings, using a more natural language way to

explain the recommendation is a solution. One of the most naïve idea is to
extract words in reviews as explanations.



3 Literature Review

• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard words as reasoning
• Related work [1]
• It leans dual local and global attentions for explanation purposes. When predicting the 

user-item rating, the model selectively chooses review words with different attention 
weights. Finally, the words can be regarded as explanations.

[1] Seo S, Huang J, Yang H, et al. Interpretable convolutional neural networks 
with dual local and global attention for review rating prediction[C]//RecSys. 
2017: 297-305.



3 Literature Review

• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard words as reasoning
• Shortcoming:
• The idea is too naïve and is lower readable than natural language sentences by users

(customers)



3 Literature Review

• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard sentences as reasoning
• To avoid the previous shortcomings, using natural language sentences to

explain the recommendation is another way to provide explanations.



3 Literature Review

• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard sentences as reasoning
• Related work [1]
• Point-of-Interest explainable recommendation research problem:
• For the user 𝑢, and his historical visited places 𝑙 = {𝑙#, 𝑙$, … , 𝑙%} , the model should

give the recommended next place to go 𝑙%&# and its explanation.

[1] Baral R, Zhu X L, Iyengar S S, et al. Reel: Review aware explanation of location recommendation[C]//Proceedings of the 26th conference on user 
modeling, adaptation and personalization. 2018: 23-32.
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3 Literature Review

• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard sentences as reasoning
• Related work [1]
• Shortcoming:
• The explanation sentences are labeled/extracted from the input comments, which is

not diverse.

[1] Baral R, Zhu X L, Iyengar S S, et al. Reel: Review aware explanation of location recommendation[C]//Proceedings of the 26th conference on user 
modeling, adaptation and personalization. 2018: 23-32.



3 Literature Review

• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard sentences as reasoning
• Related work [1]
• Music recommendation research problem: generate a reason as a sequence of words 

𝑌 = (𝑦#, 𝑦$,· · · , 𝑦' ) to explain why the user 𝑈 should listen to the song 𝑆.

[1] Zhao G, Fu H, Song R, et al. Personalized reason generation for explainable song recommendation[J]. ACM Transactions on Intelligent Systems and 
Technology (TIST), 2019, 10(4): 1-21.
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• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard sentences as reasoning
• Related work [1]

[1] Zhao G, Fu H, Song R, et al. Personalized reason generation for explainable song recommendation[J]. ACM Transactions on Intelligent Systems and 
Technology (TIST), 2019, 10(4): 1-21.

• Input:
• users,
• users’ tag
• songs related to

each user,
• tag, sords, singer

related to each song

• Output:
• Generated sentence

as explanation for
the song.
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• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard sentences as reasoning
• Related work [1]
• Explanation

[1] Zhao G, Fu H, Song R, et al. Personalized reason generation for explainable song recommendation[J]. ACM Transactions on Intelligent Systems and 
Technology (TIST), 2019, 10(4): 1-21.
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• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard sentences as reasoning
• Related work [1]
• Explanation

[1] Zhao G, Fu H, Song R, et al. Personalized reason generation for explainable song recommendation[J]. ACM Transactions on Intelligent Systems and 
Technology (TIST), 2019, 10(4): 1-21.



3 Literature Review

• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard sentences as reasoning
• Shortcoming:
• The sentence is sometimes not fluent because of the bottleneck of natural language

processing method.



3 Literature Review

• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard visual graph as reasoning
• A visual interactive graph-based interface allows users to specify, refine and 

build item-preference profiles in a variety of domains. The interface 
facilitates expressions of taste through simple graph interactions and these 
preferences are used to compute personalized, fully transparent item 
recommendations for a target user.



3 Literature Review
• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard visual graph as reasoning
• Related work [1]
• The predictions are based on a collaborative analysis of preference data from a user’s 

direct peer group on a social network. Users also learn a wealth of information about the 
preferences of their peers through interaction with our visualization. 

[1] Gretarsson B, O'Donovan J, Bostandjiev S, et al. Smallworlds: visualizing social recommendations[C]//Computer graphics forum. Oxford, UK: 
Blackwell Publishing Ltd, 2010, 29(3): 833-842.
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3 Literature Review

• Classification of graph-based explainable recommendation
• On heterogeneous graph - Regard visual graph as reasoning
• Shortcoming:
• It is usually hard to provide enough contributions for the visual graph-based

recommendation and they are coding-oriented. They adopt existing research work and is
less novel with less contribution to the idea of providing explanations.
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4 Conclusion
• Introduce the recommendation system and its explainability
• Classify the explainable recommendation
• Homogeneous graph
• Regard collaborative information as reasoning

• Heterogeneous graph
• Regard path as reasoning
• Regard words as reasoning
• Regard sentences as reasoning
• Regard visual graph as reasoning
• …

explainability

Performance of
recommendation

Trade-off of
explainability and
performance



4 Conclusion

• Future direction of graph-based explainable recommendation
• Dynamic graph explainable recommendation
• Sequential feature is an important information in recommendation and explanation.

However, the existing graph-based explainable recommendation are almost based on
static graphs.

• Challenge:
• How to design an effective and efficient dynamic graph model to do explainable

recommendation?



4 Conclusion

• Future direction of graph-based explainable recommendation
• Causality-based explainable recommendation
• It has been adopted in machine learning to provide causal relation for better

explainability in model.
• Challenge:
• How to combine the causal learning in graph to do recommendation?



4 Conclusion

• Future direction of graph-based explainable recommendation
• Sentence-based explainable recommendation
• Providing high quality, fluent sentences for explanation is always a hot topic.
• Challenge:
• Bottleneck of natural language processing



4 Conclusion

• Future direction of graph-based explainable recommendation
• Evaluation for explainable recommendation
• The evaluation is not sufficient currently. Most of the papers use case study or user study

to test the performance of explainability.
• Challenge:
• How to define the good quality of explanation?
• How to use metric to evaluate?



Thanks for your listening.



3. Graph Contrastive Learning for 
Recommendation



3.1 Introduction to Contrastive Learning
3.1.1 An illustrative example of contrastive learning  

Fig. Left: Drawing of a dollar bill from memory. Right: Drawing subsequently made with a dollar bill present.[1][2]

[1] https://aeon.co/essays/your-brain-does-not-process-information-and-it-is-not-a-computer
[2] https://ankeshanand.com/blog/2020/01/26/contrative-self-supervised-learning.html

Ø Limitations of direct-semantic supervision:
• The underlying data has a much richer structure than what sparse labels or rewards could provide.
• We cannot rely on direct supervision in high dimensional problems, and the marginal cost of acquiring

labels is higher in problems like Reinforcement Learning.
• It leads to task-specific solutions, rather than knowledge that can be repurposed.



3.1 Introduction to Contrastive Learning
3.1.2 Taxonomy of machine learning schemas 

Deep Learning

Supervised 
Learning

Unsupervised 
Learning

Generative 
Learning

Contrastive 
Learning

GAN

VAE

Auto Enocoder

Positive 
Samples

Negative 
Samples

Learning 
Representations

Learning 
Representations

Contrasting

Generative vs Contrastive Learning Methods:

Ø Generative or Predictive Methods
• Loss measured in the output space

Ø Contrastive Methods 
• Loss measured in the representation space

Generator

Loss between high-level semantics

Encoder Loss between 
embeddings of inputs 



3.1 Introduction to Contrastive Learning
3.1.3 Contrastive learning objective 

Ø For any data point 𝑥, contrastive methods aim to learn an encoder 𝑓 such that:

• here 𝑥! is the postive sample of 𝑥, and 𝑥" is a negative sample.
• 𝑥 is commonly referred to as a 'key', and the set of other positive or

negative samples are regarded as a 'dictionary'.
• 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(∗) is a metric function to measure the similarity of two data points.
• in practice, researchers usually perform dot product as the score function:

Ø InforNCE[1] is one of the widely used loss functions for contrastive learning:

• the set {𝑥#, 𝑥$, . . . , 𝑥%} contains all the positive and negative samples.
• this formular is similar to cross-entropy for N-way softmax classification

tasks, and commonly called InfoNCE loss in contrastive learning literature.

[1] Poole, Ben, Sherjil Ozair, Aaron van den Oord, Alexander A. Alemi, and George Tucker. “On variational bounds of mutual information.” ICML, 2019.
[2] Hjelm, R. Devon, Alex Fedorov, Samuel Lavoie-Marchildon, Karan Grewal, Phil Bachman, Adam Trischler, and Yoshua Bengio. “Learning deep representations by mutual information estimation and maximization.” ICLR, 2019

Fig. An example of how to generate 'key' and 'dictionary' to perform 
contrastive learning from Deep Infomax[2].



3.2 Introduction to Graph Contrastive Learning
3.2.1 From Deep Infomax to Deep Graph Infomax 

Fig. Overview of Deep Infomax (DIM)[1] Fig. Overview of Deep Graph Infomax (DGI)[2]

[1] Hjelm, R. Devon, Alex Fedorov, Samuel Lavoie-Marchildon, Karan Grewal, Phil Bachman, Adam Trischler, and Yoshua Bengio. “Learning deep representations by mutual information estimation and maximization.” ICLR, 2019
[2] Petar Veličković, William Fedus, William L. Hamilton, Pietro Liò, Yoshua Bengio, R Devon Hjelm,  “Deep Graph Infomax”, ICLR 2019



3.2 Introduction to Graph Contrastive Learning
3.2.2 Taxonomy of Graph Contrastive Learning 

Graph Contrastive 
Learning

Local-Global 
Contrasting

Local-Local 
Contrasting

Global-Global
Contrasting

GCC[1]

MVGRL[2]

GraphCL[3]

[1] Jiezhong Qiu，Qibin Chen，Yuxiao Dong，Jing Zhang，Hongxia Yang，Ming Ding，Kuansan Wang，Jie Tang, “GCC: Graph Contrastive Coding for Graph Neural Network Pre-Training”, KDD 2020
[2] Kaveh Hassani, Amir Hosein Khasahmadi, “Contrastive Multi-View Representation Learning on Graphs”, ICML 2020
[3] Yuning You, Tianlong Chen, Yongduo Sui, Ting Chen, Zhangyang Wang, Yang Shen, “Graph Contrastive Learning with Augmentations”, NeurlPS 2020

Ø Definitions:
• 'Local View' means basic element

of the input graph (e.g. edges, nodes)
or a small-scale combination of
those basic elements (e.g. sub-
graphs).

• 'Global View' means the whole
context of the original input graph
or the augmented global views of
the input graph.



3.2 Introduction to Graph Contrastive Learning
3.2.3 Graph augmentations for contrasting pairs generation

ØGraph perturbation:
• Node dropping drops nodes and related edges to augment the graph, the

underlying prior is that vertex missing does not alter semantics.
• Edge perturbation drops or adds some edges in the graph, the underlying

prior is that semantic robustness against connectivity variations.
• Attribute masking discards partial attributes, the underlying prior is that

semantic robustness against losing partial attributes per node.

Ø Sub-graph sampling:
• Sampling a sub-graph from the input graph, the underlying prior is that

local structure can hint the full semantics.

[1] Yuning You, Tianlong Chen, Yongduo Sui, Ting Chen, Zhangyang Wang, Yang Shen, “Graph Contrastive Learning with Augmentations”, NeurlPS 2020
[2] Yanqiao Zhu, Yichen Xu, Feng Yu, Qiang Liu, Shu Wu, Liang Wang, “Graph Contrastive Learning with Adaptive Augmentations”, WWW 2021

Tab. Summary of graph augmentation methods.[1]

ØUsage Scenarios:
• Graph perturbation is usually used in global-global contrasting learning to

generate augmented global view.
• Sub-graph sampling is usually used in local-local contrasting learning

since sub-graph represents local structure of the input graph.

ØLimitations:
• Graph augmentation schemes, a crucial component in graph contrastive

learning, remain rarely explored.
• Most existing methods uniformly augment graph data, like uniformly

dropping nodes and edges, and uniformmly shuffling features, leading to
suboptimal performances on preserving intrinstic structures and attributes.

Ø Potential Solutions:
• GCA[2] is one of the solutions, which is an augmentation scheme based on

node centrality measures to highlight important connective structures:



3.2 Introduction to Graph Contrastive Learning
3.2.4 Introduction to GCC: Graph Contrastive Coding for Graph Neural Network Pre-Training (1) 

Fig. An illustrative example of GCC[1] Fig. Training procedures of GCC[1]

[1] Jiezhong Qiu，Qibin Chen，Yuxiao Dong，Jing Zhang，Hongxia Yang，Ming Ding，Kuansan Wang，Jie Tang, “GCC: Graph Contrastive Coding for Graph Neural Network Pre-Training”, KDD 2020

Ø Sub-graph instance discrimination:
• GCC takes sub-graph instance discrimination

as the pre-training task.
• the goal is to distinguish vertices according to

their local structures
• as the figure shows, the vertex in the Facebook

social networks should be different from the
vertex in the DBLP citation networks in the
embedding space.

Ø Pre-training and fine-tunning procedures:
• First, GCC conducts sub-graph instance

discrimination tasks among different networks.
• Then, GCC feeds the pre-trained node

embeddings into downstream tasks.
• Finally, the downstream classifiers or

predictors will be fine-tuned.



3.2 Introduction to Graph Contrastive Learning
3.2.4 Introduction to GCC: Graph Contrastive Coding for Graph Neural Network Pre-Training (2) 

Fig. A running example of GCC[1]

Ø Instances preparation:
• GCC first extracts two sub-graphs from the input graph 𝑥&, 𝑥'! as positive

samples.
• then, in this example, the input graph is perturbated to formulate a

negative sample, 𝑥'" , 𝑥'# extracted from the negative graph as negative
samples.

• two graph encoders map the sub-graphs to the embeddings, 𝑞 and
{𝑘#, 𝑘$, 𝑘(}, and build the bridge between positive and negative samples.

ØTraining objective:
• the target of pre-training is to recognize (𝑞, 𝑘#) as a similar pair and

distinguish them from negative samples.
• the loss function can be formulated as:

[1] Jiezhong Qiu，Qibin Chen，Yuxiao Dong，Jing Zhang，Hongxia Yang，Ming Ding，Kuansan Wang，Jie Tang, “GCC: Graph Contrastive Coding for Graph Neural Network Pre-Training”, KDD 2020



3.2 Introduction to Graph Contrastive Learning
3.2.5 Introduction to Contrastive Multi-View Representation Learning on Graphs (1) 

ØGraph diffussion:
• Graph diffusion is formulated as the following equation[1], where 𝑇 ∈
𝑅)×) is the generalized transition matrix and 𝛩 is the weighting
coefficient which determines the ratio of global-local information:

ØGraph diffussion methods:
• Personalized PageRank[2] (PPR) Given an adjacency matrix 𝐴 ∈ 𝑅)×), a

diagonal degree matrix 𝐷 ∈ 𝑅)×), and 𝛼 denotes teleport probaility in a
random walk, PPR can be formulated as:

• Heat Kernel[1] Given an adjacency matrix 𝐴 ∈ 𝑅)×), a diagonal degree
matrix 𝐷 ∈ 𝑅)×), and 𝑡 denotes the diffusion time, heat kernel method can
be formulated as:

[1] Johannes Klicpera, Stefan Weißenberger, Stephan Günnemann, “Diffusion Improves Graph Learning”, NeurIPS 2019
[2] Page, Lawrence, Brin, Sergey, Motwani, Rajeev and Winograd, Terry The PageRank Citation Ranking: Bringing Order to the Web. , Stanford Digital Library Technologies Project (1998)
[3] Kaveh Hassani, Amir Hosein Khasahmadi, “Contrastive Multi-View Representation Learning on Graphs”, ICML 2020

Fig. Graph diffusion procedures of MVGRL.[3]



3.2 Introduction to Graph Contrastive Learning
3.2.6 Introduction to Contrastive Multi-View Representation Learning on Graphs (2) 

Ø Training Objective:
• Let 𝜃, 𝜔, 𝜙, 𝜓 denote graph encoder and projection head parameters,

respectively.

• Given ℎ+
,
, ℎ-

.
denote the representations of node 𝑖 and graph 𝑔 encoded from

two different views, respectively.
• The training objective is formulated as:

Fig. Overview of MVGCL[1]

[1] Kaveh Hassani, Amir Hosein Khasahmadi, “Contrastive Multi-View Representation Learning on Graphs”, ICML 2020



3.2 Introduction to Graph Contrastive Learning
3.2.7 Introduction to Graph Contrastive Learning with Augmentations  

Fig. Overview of GraphCL[1]

[1] Yuning You, Tianlong Chen, Yongduo Sui, Ting Chen, Zhangyang Wang, Yang Shen, “Graph Contrastive Learning with Augmentations”, NeurlPS 2020

Ø Augmented graphs generation:
• GraphCL take different graph perturbation methods, including node

dropping and edge perturbation to generate the augmented graphs.
• assume that there 𝑁 graphs in a minibatch, resulting in 2𝑁

augmented graphs in total.
• let 𝑧),+ , 𝑧),-denote embeddings of the two augmented graphs of the 𝑛-

th graph in the minibatch.

Ø Pre-training procedures and objectives:
• GraphCL claims that minor perturbations will not change the

semantics, so one of the training objective is to maximize the
similarity between two augmented graphs.

• note that we need negative samples to fulfill the contrastive
learning procedures, GraphCL does not explicitly sample negative
pairs, but utilize other graphs in the same minbatch.

• The loss function can be formulated as:



3.3 Graph Contrastive Learning for Recommendation
3.3.1 Background

Fig. An Example of Contrastive Learning for Recommendation[2]Fig. An Example of Graph Learning for Recommendation[1]

Can we combine these two advanced techniques to formulate 
graph contrastive learning methods for recommendation?

[1] Yinwei Wei, Xiang Wang, Liqiang Nie, Xiangnan He, Richang Hong, and Tat-Seng Chua, “MMGCN: Multi-modal Graph Convolution Network for Personalized Recommendation of Micro-video”, ACM Multimedia 2019
[2] Yinwei Wei, Xiang Wang, Qi Li, Liqiang Nie, Yan Li, Xuanping Li, Tat-Seng Chua, “Contrastive Learning for Cold-Start Recommendation”, ACM Multimedia 2021



3.3 Graph Contrastive Learning for Recommendation
3.3.2 Introduction to Hyper Meta-Path Contrastive Learning for Multi-Behavior Recommendation (1)

Fig. Heterogeneous information network for movie 
recommendation.[1]

𝑈 → 𝑀 → 𝑇
𝑈 → 𝑀 → 𝐷
𝑈 → 𝑀 → 𝑈

𝑈 → 𝑀 → 𝑇 → 𝑈

So many schemas,
which should we take?

Fig. (a) Meta-paths of a user in the recommendation
system denotes the user's different behaviors. (b) A
hyper meta-path constructed by previous meta-paths
denotes the user's behavior pattern when he is
purchasing a smartphone[2]

Ø Hyper Meta-Path: A hyper meta-path is a logical composition of multiple
meta-path schemas connecting two end nodes in a heterogeneous information
network. Hyper meta-path has the following properties:
• It describes the logical relations (e.g., chronological order, spatial

order and topological order) among a sort of of meta-paths with the
same end nodes.

• Multiple hyper meta-paths, which have the same start node, compose
a hyper meta-graph.

[1] Binbin Hu, Chuan Shi, Wayne Xin Zhao and Philip S. Yu, “Leverage Meta-path based Context for Top-N Recommendation with a Neural Co-Attention Model”, KDD 2018
[2] Haoran Yang, Hongxu Chen, Lin Li, Philip S. Yu, and Guandong Xu, “Hyper Meta-Path Contrastive Learning for Multi-Behavior Recommendation”, ICDM 2021



3.3 Graph Contrastive Learning for Recommendation
3.3.3 Introduction to Hyper Meta-Path Contrastive Learning for Multi-Behavior Recommendation (2)

Fig. Relations among different behaviors in NMTR[2]Fig. Behavior embeddings transformation in EHCF.[1]

[1] C. Chen, Min Zhang, Yongfeng Zhang, Weizhi Ma, Yiqun Liu, Shaoping Ma, “Efficient Heterogeneous Collaborative Filtering without Negative Sampling for Recommendation”, AAAI 2020
[2] Chen Gao, Xiangnan He, Dahua Gan, Xiangning Chen, Fuli Feng, Yong Li, Tat-Seng Chua, Lina Yao, Yang Song, Depeng Jin, “Learning to Recommend with Multiple Cascading Behaviors”, TKDE

Fixed learning schema is hard to capture the complex 
dependencies among different users' behaviors.



3.3 Graph Contrastive Learning for Recommendation
3.3.4 Introduction to Hyper Meta-Path Contrastive Learning for Multi-Behavior Recommendation (3)

ØHyper meta-graph generation:
• Construct hyper meta-paths according to the

choronological order among users' beahviors to
formulate hyper meta-graph.

• Add different types of behaviors into the graph
incrementally.

Fig. Overview of HMG-CR.[1]

[1] Haoran Yang, Hongxu Chen, Lin Li, Philip S. Yu, and Guandong Xu, “Hyper Meta-Path Contrastive Learning for Multi-Behavior Recommendation”, ICDM 2021

ØContrastive learning among hyper meta-graphs:
• different hyper meta-graphs contain different

types of users' behaviors
• contrasting among different graphs can obtain

users' different purchasing patterns towards
different products.



3.3 Graph Contrastive Learning for Recommendation
3.3.5 Introduction to Hyper Meta-Path Contrastive Learning for Multi-Behavior Recommendation (4)

Ø Comparison experiment results analysis:
• HMG-CR is a flexible framework which can be coupled with

multiple graph neural network models
• Graph topology or structure -awared GNNs, including GIN and TAG

are more suitable to conduct graph contrastive learning
• HMG-CR has better performances on NDCG.

Tab. Comparison experiment results of HMG-CR.[1]

[1] Haoran Yang, Hongxu Chen, Lin Li, Philip S. Yu, and Guandong Xu, “Hyper Meta-Path Contrastive Learning for Multi-Behavior Recommendation”, ICDM 2021



3.3 Graph Contrastive Learning for Recommendation
3.3.6 Introduction to HCGR: Hyperbolic Contrastive Graph Representation Learning for Session-based Recommendation (1)

Fig. Left: Euclidean space. Right: 2D Poincare disk.[1]

Ø Challenge 1:
The user’s interests are extensive and hierarchical, which can be expressed
as a power-law distribution of items clicked by users. The existing
session-based recommendation methods learn the representations in
Euclidean space, which can’t effectively capture the information of such
hierarchical, or in other words, tree-structured data.

Ø Challenge 2:
• Recent studies have proved that hierarchical data can be better

explained under Non-Euclidean geometry of low-dimensional
manifolds. But in the GNN based methods, introducing Non-
Euclidean transformation will result in the discrepancy between
Euclidean and Non-Euclidean space when aggregating neighbor
messages and applying attention mechanism.

[1] Naicheng Guo, Xiaolei Liu, Shaoshuai Li, Qiongxu Ma, Yunan Zhao, Bing Han, Lin Zheng, Kaixin Gao, Xiaobo Guo, “HCGR: Hyperbolic Contrastive Graph Representation Learning for Session-based Recommendation”, arXiv 2021



3.3 Graph Contrastive Learning for Recommendation
3.3.7 Introduction to HCGR: Hyperbolic Contrastive Graph Representation Learning for Session-based Recommendation (2)

Fig. An example of how to convert a session to graph.[1]

[1] Naicheng Guo, Xiaolei Liu, Shaoshuai Li, Qiongxu Ma, Yunan Zhao, Bing Han, Lin Zheng, Kaixin Gao, Xiaobo Guo, “HCGR: Hyperbolic Contrastive Graph Representation Learning for Session-based Recommendation”, arXiv 2021

Ø Session graph:
• Graph neural network models cannot deal with session directly

unless converting the session into the session graph.
• Users' behaviors are choronological and items are usually get

involved in multiple transactions, directed graph is a good choice to
demonstrate the session.



3.3 Graph Contrastive Learning for Recommendation
3.3.8 Introduction to HCGR: Hyperbolic Contrastive Graph Representation Learning for Session-based Recommendation (3)

Ø Methodology overview:
• Space mapping maps Euclidean features to Hyperbolic features.
• K-hop Aggregation conduct aggregation and pooling among

neighbor nodes in the graph.
• Hyperbolic Multi-head Attention introduces attention mechanism in

the Hyperbolic space to enhance the performances.
• Training Objectives contain two loss functions, inclduing

contrasstive loss and cross-entropy loss.

Fig. Overview of HCGR.[1]

[1] Naicheng Guo, Xiaolei Liu, Shaoshuai Li, Qiongxu Ma, Yunan Zhao, Bing Han, Lin Zheng, Kaixin Gao, Xiaobo Guo, “HCGR: Hyperbolic Contrastive Graph Representation Learning for Session-based Recommendation”, arXiv 2021



3.3 Graph Contrastive Learning for Recommendation
3.3.9 Introduction to HCGR: Hyperbolic Contrastive Graph Representation Learning for Session-based Recommendation (4)

ØContrastive loss:
• Too many similar items in the recommendation systems, but users just

choose thier favorite ones.
• If the model can distinguish the subtle distinction, it may significantly

improve the ranking performances.
• Inspired by the success of contrastive learning, HCGR utilizes it to

separate the positive and negative pairs up to given margin:

ØCross-entropy loss:
• Unsupervised signals iare not enough, HCGR introduces supervised

signals to enhance the model:
Fig. Training objectives of HCGR.[1]

[1] Naicheng Guo, Xiaolei Liu, Shaoshuai Li, Qiongxu Ma, Yunan Zhao, Bing Han, Lin Zheng, Kaixin Gao, Xiaobo Guo, “HCGR: Hyperbolic Contrastive Graph Representation Learning for Session-based Recommendation”, arXiv 2021



3.3 Graph Contrastive Learning for Recommendation
3.3.10 Introduction to HCGR: Hyperbolic Contrastive Graph Representation Learning for Session-based Recommendation (5)

Ø Finding 1:
The GNN-based models achieve better performance than RNNs-based
models with or without attention mechanism due to the remarkable
capacity of graph neural networks to capture complex interaction of user
behaviors and describe the coherence of items in a session, which are
ignored by RNNs-based models and such ignorance leads to overfitting in
RNNs-based models.

Ø Finding 2:
HCGR consistently outperforms all the comparison models on all
datasets. Compared with FGNN and LESSR, the model involves an
advanced hyperbolic learning component to more effectively capture the
coherence and hierarchy representations of the user behaviors within the
Lorentz hyperbolic space, which ensures the correctness of the
necessary representations’ transformation.

Tab. Comparison experiment results of HCGR.[1]

[1] Naicheng Guo, Xiaolei Liu, Shaoshuai Li, Qiongxu Ma, Yunan Zhao, Bing Han, Lin Zheng, Kaixin Gao, Xiaobo Guo, “HCGR: Hyperbolic Contrastive Graph Representation Learning for Session-based Recommendation”, arXiv 2021



3.4 Summary and Future Work of Graph Contrastive Learning for Recommendation

3.4.1 Summary

Fig. Construct proper graphs to prepare to generate contrasting pairs.[1]

Fig. Formulate proper contrasting procedures.[2]

[1] Haoran Yang, Hongxu Chen, Lin Li, Philip S. Yu, and Guandong Xu, “Hyper Meta-Path Contrastive Learning for Multi-Behavior Recommendation”, ICDM 2021
[2] Jiezhong Qiu，Qibin Chen，Yuxiao Dong，Jing Zhang，Hongxia Yang，Ming Ding，Kuansan Wang，Jie Tang, “GCC: Graph Contrastive Coding for Graph Neural Network Pre-Training”, KDD 2020

ØGraph generation:
• With no graph data, we cannot utilize graph neural network models.
• With no proper and well-orgnized graph, we cannot construct promising

contrasting pairs to conduct graph contrastive learning.

Ø Formulating contrasting procedures:
• Promising contrasting procedures can help us to leverage the advantages

of graph contrastive learning.
• For example, HMG-CR's strategy is contrasting among graphs containing

different user behaviors to obtain the hidden relations between these
behaviors.

• However, HGCR, though its name is “Hyperbolic Contrastive Graph
Representation Learning” , the contrastive learning is conducted on
semantic level instead of graph structure level.



3.4 Summary and Future Work of Graph Contrastive Learning for Recommendation

3.4.1 Future work

Ø Constrasting pair generation
• How to utilize existing graph augmentation methods to generate proper graph instances in recommendation systems ?
• How to make sure the generate negative samples for contrastive learning is hard negative samples?

Ø Contrasting procedures formulation
• In real-world problems, e.g., recommendation systems, graph data has much more informative semantics, we cannot solely

focus on the graph structure contrastive learning.

Works about graph contrastive learning for recommendation is 
not fully explored, and the related literatures are scarce. With the 

success of graph contrastive learning, we believe it will be a 
novel and useful tool for graph based recommendation systems 

being waiting for researchers' explorations.

Thanks for your listening.


